Michael W Meister
SITE
The recently excavated Buddhist stūpa at Kanganhalli, Karnataka (Archaeological Survey of India
2000, 2002, 2004), provides, among many important narrative panels from the first centuries BC and
AD, unique visual evidence for forms of early built architecture in South Asia.1 Within the visual
idiom of Kanganhalli, what you see is what was built, unmediated by the iconic transformation of later
stone representations and replications that move away in significant ways from the early impermanent
architecture of India. Ajay Shankar, then Director General of the Archaeological Survey of India (ASI),
gave an important introductory report on the site and its sculptures at the 15th International Conference
of the European Association of South Asian Archaeologists in Leiden in 1999. 2 It is important now to
illustrate the depth of evidence for early architecture that this new material provides.3
The excavations at this significant Buddhist centre are located on the left bank of the river Bhima,
5 km northeast of Sannati in Gulbarga District, Karnataka.4 Remains span ‘both Hinayana and Mahayana
phases of Buddhism’, according to the ASI (no date),5 and these excavations
have revealed remains of a stūpa measuring 19 m in diameter with preserved lower and
upper drum up to a height of 3.1 m. The sculptural embellishments of the stūpa show close
affinity with art traditions of Bharhut and Sanchi in Central India in the earlier Hinayana
stage, and Amaravati and the Deccan school in the later Mahayana stage. In fact, the stūpa
has great significance because it is witness to the development of Buddhism in both stages
between the 2nd century BC and the 4th century AD.
Many of the large sculpted panels from this stūpa are inscribed with labels in Brāhmī script, as at
Bharhut (Lüders 1963). ‘The site has yielded more than 145 short and 1 lengthy donatory inscriptions’
according to the ASI (no date). These ‘epigraphical records … could be dated from the first century
BC to first century AD’ (ASI 2000, 39). The most widely publicised of these inscriptions ‘referring to
Asoka the Great (Rayo Asoka) is inscribed on a carved slab depicting king Asoka and his queen’ (ASI
no date).
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Architectural Representation
To this observer, the architectural settings for these scenes provide extraordinary new evidence for the
actual vernacular of ancient India. L Renou (1939), in his article ‘La maison védique’, provided us with an
exceptional window, parsing texts, to such impermanent architecture built of wooden poles and beams,
with thatch roofs and woven-mat or wattle walls (Meister 1998). AK Coomaraswamy’s pioneering essays
on ‘Early Indian Architecture’ (Coomaraswamy 1992) documented stone representations of architecture
at Bharhut, Sanchi, Mathura, and Amaravati, and in the Buddhist cave-cathedrals in the Western Ghats.
To a greater degree than many of the representations found at Kanganhalli, however, those had begun
a process of iconic transformation in their representation that moves away from built architecture
(Meister 1992). The range, scale, complexity, and detail of real architecture represented at Kanganhalli
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Figure 1: Relief carving of aerial cart
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Urban and Village Vernacular
A range of reliefs at Kanganhalli show royal couples in front of two-storeyed urban structures, often
with octagonal pillars for the ground level, gabled balconies and fenced verandas cantilevered from the
first storey, and thatched or tiled barrel-vaulted roofs. One relief shows a three-storeyed double-vaulted
gate with detailed carpentry – the inner, framing, interlinked planks making up the upper vaulting, and
the roof’s external tiles recorded precisely (Figure 2). Such details remind me of a description of Māra
taking the form of a brahmin, ‘aged and bent like the rafter of a roof’, in the San.yutta Nikāya (Pali Text
Society [PTS] 1917, 147).
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are unprecedented. For contemporaneous but
fragmentary evidence from the earliest paintings
at Ajanta, however, see M Zin (1996).
One of Kanganhalli’s reliefs shows the
newborn Māndhātar, universal king, carried up
by his father in an aerial palanquin.6 This consists
of four pillars, a wooden balustrade with woven
in-fill, and a roof railed in by fencing with a crossvaulted structure of rafters, thatch, crossties, and
terra-cotta finials (Figure 1). A room in this form
Coomaraswamy would call a ‘Ñivaka-garbha’ –
defined in his ‘Indian Architectural Terms’ as ‘an
inner room’ in a palace ‘shaped like a palankeen’
(Coomaraswamy 1992, 94). Coomaraswamy
(1992, 11, Figure B; 46, Figure 25) also illustrates
palanquins of a somewhat more elaborate design
represented at Sanchi and Amaravati.
The pillars of this aerial palanquin are
represented as round wooden poles with pot
capitals. Details are those of carpentry construction.
Figure 2: City gate
Some palace scenes from Kanganhalli show plain,
chamfered, octagonal pillars and addorsed animal
capitals, much like the interior plain and ornamented antechamber pillars of the earliest Western Ghat
caves (Coomaraswamy 1992, 42). Such pillars are also represented in palace scenes in Sanchi reliefs,
although whether they are wooden or stone at ground level is not certain (Coomaraswamy 1992, 44).7

Stūpas
Kanganhalli preserves representations of a variety of stūpa-forms, from that of a simple hemispherical
dome set on a garlanded drum to ones set on multiple terraces with enclosing fences (in one instance
the fenced compound is square). Some have multiple pillars marking the principal approach, and
altars or thrones sheltered by snake hoods or marked by the Buddha’s footprints. One relief shows
heavy garlands hanging from rings attached to the drum railing; elaborate multi-headed cobras are
entwined around the dome. The square railing of the harmikā box on top encloses the just-visible
central shaft for a large umbrella above. Also in that enclosure, however, corner pillars support a
tiered roof from which a multitude of smaller umbrellas spring, surrounding the central umbrella like
branches of a tree.
M ichael W M eister
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Figure 3: Tree shrine
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Tree Shrines
Both the metaphoric and realistic rendering of actual structure are carried over in a representation of a
circular tree shrine with four storeys (Figure 3). The ground storey consists of an open ring of octagonal
pillars with no capitals, which frames the thick shaft of a large tree, its base encased by a square battered
enclosure. On the three storeys above, ‘cow’s-eye’ vaulted dormers alternate with ventilating cages of
the sort seen, in a more condensed form, as part of the façades of caves at Kondane, Bedsa, and Karle
(Coomaraswamy 1992, 39–40), and in some traditional, urban, wood structures to this day (Desai 1990).
On the third storey, branches of the central tree grow through the encircling dormers, as also in a relief
at Sanchi (Coomaraswamy 1992, 20, fig. 27).
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Figure 4: Relic shrine for hair knot

Relic Shrines
The simplicity of this architecture at Kanganhalli is belied by the complexity of its representation. It
has not been simplified by its rendering, but made complex by the realism of the details presented. One
relief, with a label identifying it as the ‘house of the hair-tuft’ (‘jat..tagharo’),8 shows an elliptical hut with
a thick thatch roof (Figure 4); its curving wall is rendered to represent its construction of wattle with infilled daub. The arched vaulted door shows an inner wooden frame and tie beam comparable to those
in the scene of a city gate (Figure 2). The reliquary framed by this door sits on a carpentered bentwood
stand. Such specific details remind one more of the Lomas Rishi and Sudama caves of the Maurya period
(Huntington 1974–5) than of later, condensed, stone representations of woodern architectural vocabulary
used in Buddhist rock-cut caves (Meister 1994).
M ichael W M eister
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Figure 5: Mansion for the Buddha’s turban
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MONKS AND MANSIONS
Of this vocabulary of vernacular architecture I have written (Meister 2003, 10):
... from the time of the Lomas Rishi and Sudama caves, such vernacular architecture
survives also as rhetorical representation. Known vernacular forms were re-made
in a new material, through a different technology, and for a rhetorical purpose. The
façade of the Lomas Rishi cave, for example, is remarkably detailed in its replication
of layers of roofing, the joining of tie-beams, the ornament of its seemingly perforated
ventilating screen; yet within this ‘wooden’ frame, looming in its shadows, is a simple
cave-door entering the rock. The rhetoric of the cave borrows an image from the
vernacular, but does not simply represent it.
Inside these two caves are also excavated ‘images’ (not replicas) of thatched huts, represented
as both retreats for living sages and icons of their power (Meister 2002).
Multi-storeyed Prāsādas
Several reliefs at Kanganhalli show multi-storeyed structures with thatched shelters positioned on
fenced upper terraces (Figures 5–7). On the basis of the Bharhut relief showing a three-storeyed palace
labelled ‘vejayamto pāsāde’ (Lüders 1912, 94), we should perhaps call these ‘prāsādas’. As Coomaraswamy
(1992, 92) wrote of this evidence, ‘we possess so few positive identifications of this kind that none
should be omitted.’
Details of the first two storeys of the large building in Figure 5 resemble those of the treeshrine in Figure 3, but behind the building’s ground-floor octagonal pillars is a sloped wooden
staircase leading to the first storey, propped up from underneath by a pillar as if it could be removed.
The enclosed first storey has interlaced windows on the corner faces, with dormer balconies and
ventilators between them. The second storey also has dormers at the corners. The upper open terrace,
enclosed by fencing, frames a rectangular thatched structure. This also has woven-grille windows
( jāla) in its plastered walls, set either side of a projecting dormer housing a representation of the
Buddha’s turban (this would seem to mark this upper structure as a relic shrine).9
A second relief shows a multi-storeyed residential prāsāda (Figure 6). Compared to Figure 5, this
has heavier eaves and shorter ventilators, its balconies are more functionally articulated, and there
is no relic in the roof chamber. Another fragment (Figure 7) preserves the upper storey of a similar
M ichael W M eister
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While this cottage-like structure may seem sufficiently rustic to be called a ‘hut’ (Coomaraswamy
1988), other relic shrines much more elaborate than this have been described in Chinese sources
from the 4th –5th centuries AD (Kuwayama 1990, 948–52). These ‘bomiao’ (shrines for the Buddha’s
begging bowl) and ‘futu’ (Kuwayama argues that these are temples, not stūpas) are described as multistoreyed: ‘The bowl is in the centre of the first floor [or the second in American English] … entwined
with golden threads … suspended by a chain’, citing the Waiguoshi (ibid, 950–1). Kuyayama adds that
‘[t]he claim that the futu had seven storeys cannot be taken literally, but this wording was given by
Chinese Buddhists who knew multi-storeyed buildings in China well’.
Multi-storeyed relic structures depicted at Kanganhalli place their upper chambers at the
centre of fenced terraces. These, unlike the storeys below, remain rustic in their representation,
showing the ‘festival shelter’ of the ‘sudamā devasabhā’ (hall of the gods) with Indra’s mansion (‘vejayamto
pāsāde’) standing next to it, as depicted in Bharhut’s famous inscribed relief (Lüders 1963, 93–4) (see
Figure 17).
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Figure 7: Upper rustic shelter of a multi-storeyed vihāra

Figure 8: Jetavana garden, multi-storeyed vihāra and huts
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Figure 6: Residential vihāra

structure, but marks this chamber as a rustic cottage, with heavy thatched eaves and walls of wattle
and daub comparable to the ‘house of the hair-tuft’ (Figure 4). This residence, however, projects its
dormer as an integral part of the roof, and stands on a fenced terrace above beam ends that suggest
the presence of a lower storey.
These reliefs represent structures built of simple materials – some rustic, some not – but
displaying architectural complexity well beyond that of the Vedic ritual buildings described by Renou
(Renou 1939; Meister 1998). That they represent buildings used both as shelter and for ritual purposes
seems clear from their iconic and narrative contexts.
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Figure 9 Jetavana garden, vihāra, huts, and gatehouse

Figure 10: Jetavana garden, Buddha’s house and donor family
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Garden as a Monastic Compound
One of these Jetavana scenes (Figure 8), in addition to the central monastery structure, shows a pīpal
tree enshrined by a fenced enclosure, an altar displaying the Buddha’s footprints, and a pathway for
meditation (labelled ‘cakama’).12 Three circular hut-like shelters to the side of and behind the central
vihāra, as well as an elliptical structure with a gabled door standing in front of the enshrined tree on
the right, are labelled in Brāhmī script. The oviform shelter is identified as a residence for Rāhula; that
on the left as a residence for the Buddha’s cousin and disciple, Ānanda; the residence on the upper
right as shelter for the citizens of Kauśāmbi (‘kosabakut.ī’). The shelter to the upper left with a curtain
across its doorway is labelled ‘utupakha’ – ‘seasonal wing’ – seemingly a nuns’ retreat. The Dhammapada
Commentary tells the tale of a nun who had attained arhatship: ‘At that time it was not forbidden for
nuns to reside in a forest. There they built her a hut, set up a bed, and hung curtains round’. The story
ends with the king agreeing to erect a ‘place of residence for the Community of Nuns … within the
city’ (‘Rape of Uppalavan.n.ā’, Buddhagos.a 1921, 127–8).14
The large multi-storeyed prāsāda structures shown at Kanganhalli at the centre of ‘sweet-smelling’
huts are not shown in Jetavana-garden reliefs from Bharhut or Sanchi (Lüders 1963, pl 38; Meister 1992,
fig 3). Lüders (1963, 106), however, reported that Hsüan-tsang had found ‘a Vihāra nearly 60 feet high’ at the
‘site of the old Jetavana’ in the seventh century AD, and that Fa-hsien had also seen one in the fourth
century. Lüders goes on to suggest that the presence of a fenced tree in the Jetavana scene at Bharhut
signifies a second nearby event, the miracle of Sravasti: ‘The anachronism of which [the artist] made
himself guilty ... may have scarcely disturbed him’. Of the large ‘vihāra’ seen by Fa-hsien and Hsüantsang – which is not shown in the Bharhut relief that he was discussing – Lüders (1963, 106) commented
that ‘I fully agree with the opinion of Foucher that the Vihāra marked the place of the victory of the
Buddha ... on the occasion of the great miracle’ (a narrative anachronism as well as a dislocation). M Zin
has suggested to me that these reliefs combine multiple narrative signs of Sravasti as a whole, rather than
simply telling the story of the garden’s purchase.
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Jetavana Garden Scenes
Three reliefs (Figures 8–10) show multi-storeyed ‘prāsādas’, surrounded by trees in a garden complex,
set amongst a series of round and oviform huts. These represent the garden of Jetavana, purchased as a
retreat for the Buddha with a layer of coins, shown being unloaded from an ox-cart in the foreground
of Figures 9–10. These reliefs follow Buddhist narrative convention in compacting moments of a
continuous narrative: purchase of the garden, establishment of Buddha’s monastic retreat marked by
‘sweet-smelling’ shelters,10 and the building of a large prāsāda at a later time.11

Bought with a Layer of Coins
Although this first Kanganhalli relief (Figure 8) is broken off at the bottom, the same theme is picked up
in two other reliefs. Both show an ox-cart filled with square coins being unloaded in the forecourt of
the Jetavana compound (Figures 9–10). Lüders (1963, 105–7), in his description of the Bharhut roundel
labelled ‘Anādhaped.ika presents the Jetavana, having bought it for a layer of crores’, cites the Chullavagga
story (6.4.9 ff; 6.9.1 ff):
Anāthapin.d.ika had the money brought out in carts and ordered the floor to be covered with
pieces laid side by side. Only a small part close by the gateway remained uncovered, and here Jeta himself
erected a kotthaka, while
Anāthapin.d.ika built vihāras and all sorts of buildings required for the residence of the monks.
M ichael W M eister
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Figure 13: Relic shrine, 2nd –1st century BC
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Figure 11: Enclosing structures of a compound

Figure 12: Double stairways to a sacred enclosure
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Names and Labels
Labels at Kanganhalli call the small shelters by four names: kut.ī (square cottage), vihāra (round, with a
pinnacle), bhavana (oviform, with no pinnacle) and paks.a (wing) (Figures 8, 9). At Kanganhalli, the mats that
form the sides of the ox-cart, the coins, and the individual tiles of the rounded gatehouse roofs are visible
(Figures 9, 10). In Figure 8, one circular shelter is shown with a curtain hanging across its door.15 In Figure 9,
the two round houses on the left are labelled as homes of Ānanda and Śāriputra; the oviform structure on
the upper right is labelled as the residence (bhavana) for venerable Kamakas.16 In this relief, the footpath for
the Buddha’s meditative strolls (above the dwellings on the right) shows a series of his footprints.
Local Patronage
The lower part of a third Jetavana scene (Figure 10) places the event in a particular, local, narrative
context. At the top of the fragment, parts of the lower octagonal pillars and the arched entry of a
central vihāra can be seen, with the ox-cart full of coins standing in front. On the left, two devotees
stand behind an elliptical structure labelled ‘bhagavato’ to indicate the presence of the Buddha (Lüders
1963, 197). In the foreground, the Jetavana compound’s boundary fence, tiled gatehouse, mango tree
next to the Buddha’s house, and jack to the right of the gate are carefully delineated. Most remarkable,
however, is the tiled pavilion with finials behind the gatehouse that shelters a woman holding a lotusdhvaja in her right hand, with an attendant by her side and a child on her left hip. The fecundity of the
woman has been emphasized. An identifying label on the pavilion’s roof can be read ‘yagi piyam.karamātā’ (‘beloved mother of Priyam.kara’).17 The Sam.yutta Nikāya X.6 briefly tells the story of a local yaks.ī
‘known as Piyankara’s mother’ who became a devotee of Buddhism: ‘she … with her boy on her hip
came unexpectedly on the settlement, and heard the sweet voice in the vihāra. Cut to the heart, and
smitten to the marrow, she stood like a post’ (PTS 1917, 269 and note): 18
‘If we can knowingly utter no lies,
And train ourselves to do the things we ought,
We may from goblin-sphere obtain release.’
SACRED COMPOUND
A lower fragment of another relief (Figure 11) represents the boundary of a remarkable architectural enclosure,
defined by a row of tile-vaulted rectangular halls, a hip-roofed gate in front of a pair of opposing stairs,
landings, and a gallery reminiscent of the bathing ghāt. excavated at Nagarjunakonda (Stone 1994, fig
7), and also of later temple tanks (Meister 2005). To the right in this relief, three small barrel-vaulted
structures define a courtyard-house called catuh.śāla – represented also at Bharhut and Ajanta (Zin 1996,
457) – with one vertically placed vaulted building depicted as if from an aerial perspective.
Sacred Structures
A more complete relief of a related enclosure (Figure 12) also shows a series of apsidal, rectangular, and
oviform tiled structures standing in front of three tiers of stairs that lead to an exceptional fenced upper
compound. The double stairways, leading from landing to landing, are populated by heavily adorned human
figures climbing to the sacred enclosure above (one can be reminded of the much later series of landings
and terraces that lead to upper platforms of the Buddhist stūpa-complex at Borobudur). This upper fenced
compound catalogues an iconic series of sacred structures: stūpa, stūpa as relic-shrine, sacred tree, and altar
(Figure 12). The stūpa has three pillars in front of the drum, a fence as coping, and three umbrellas over the
harmikā box set above the dome. The stūpa-shrine has a second lower drum, its gateway-like entry leading
to an interior chamber. No other such representation of a stūpa-shrine survives to my knowledge.19
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Relic Shrines
Two Kanganhalli reliefs (Figures 13,
#14), separated by several centuries,
show dome-and-cornice reliquary
structures, an architectural type
Coomaraswamy saw as intermediate
to that of later temples (Meister 1992,
xxi–iii; Coomaraswamy 1992, 114).
The earlier of these (Figure 13) has
an arched entrance framing a relic
container, with caurī-bearers seated
to either side of it. The dome, turned
in at the bottom, still seems made
of thatch, quite close in form to the
dome sheltering the Buddha’s hairlock and turban at Bharhut (Figure 17).
It appears as if it has a fabric cover,
decorated with writhing garland
forms interspersed with lotuses.
The later relief (Figure 14),
c second century AD, shows two
devotees approaching a wood-framed
circular building. Two pillars form
a porch in front of the enshrined
reliquary. The circular dome, crowned
by a finial, has a screened dormer
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FROM relic shrine to
temple
Some of the shelters represented up
to this point resemble huts for forest
ascetics, brought together into larger
complexes that function as monastic
establishments
(Meister
1990).20
Nowhere else have such monastic
complexes been shown with such
realism or detail, or interacted so clearly
with urban forms. The architecture
shown in Kanganhalli’s reliefs provides
a pre-history for the iconic architecture
of later India; but buildings here are
still containers for emblems, without
– through a transformed architectural
vocabulary – becoming icons in
themselves (Meister 1986; 1992).

Figure 14: Relic shrine, 2nd century AD

Figure 15: Mamallapuram, Descent of the Ganges relief, depiction of a
single-storeyed Vishnu temple, 7th century AD
M ichael W M eister
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window above the entrance. Above
the heavy cornice of the wall, the
drum supporting the dome takes
the form of vedikā fencing used as a
perforated clerestory.
Later Temples
These two reliefs suggest an origin for
temple-like shrines, first as shelters
for monks and ascetics, then for
relics and signs. As Coomaraswamy
(1992, 108) put it, ‘nothing is more
certain than that the dwelling place
provided for a deity differed in no
essential way... from that made use of
by man as villager or hermit.’ Such
simple shelters can be traced both
back to Bharhut and forward to the
early stone temples of the Pallava
period (Figure 15). What we have
not had before Kanganhalli is such
a clear architectural antecedent for
multi-storeyed temples of the Pallava
period (Figure 16).
Kanganhalli offers rich new
evidence for links between North
India and the South in the early
centuries BC and AD, representations
of an architectural world hardly
documented by other means (Figure
17), and insights into the process by
which ritual use could begin to give
architectural form iconic depth. The
large ‘vihāra’ structures depicted in
the Jetavana garden, in particular,
give us models for later multistoreyed temple prāsādas unavailable
from other sources from so early a
period (Figures 5–9). 21 This is amongst
Kanganhalli’s and Karnataka’s most
important contributions to South
Asia and her history.
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Figure 16: Mamallapuram, multi-storeyed Dharmaraja-ratha, 7th
century AD

Figure 17: Bharhut, hall of the Gods (‘Sudharmā devasabhā’) during the
festival of the Buddha’s hair-lock (‘bhagavato chūd.āmaho’) with Indra’s
palace (‘Vejeyamanto pāsāde’) to the right, 2nd –1st century BC
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Notes
1 For a preliminary description, see Meister (2004).
2 Ajay Shankar was unable to provide his essay for the Proceedings of South Asian Archaeology 1999 before his
untimely death, but was most supportive of this project. I wish to dedicate this essay, exploring one small
aspect of Kanganhalli’s remarkable legacy, to his memory.
3 Dr Christian Luczanits, Vienna, kindly allowed me to use his images for presentation at the 18th International
Conference and in this essay. His photographic documentation at Kanganhalli was carried out with
permission from Ajay Shankar.
4 MS Nagaraja Rao (1985) had earlier reported the existence of a Buddhist stūpa at Sannati itself.
5 http://asi.nic.in/album_kanganhalli.html (accessed 25 May 2005).
6 I thank Dr Monika Zin for this identification. Another fragmentary relief at Kanganhalli she identifies as
Māndhātar and his wife with gold coins falling from the clouds (for the story of King Māndhātar see
Schiefner 1906). This story is well illustrated in reliefs at Borobudur (Foucher 1917).
7 The ground-floor pillars of Kanganhalli’s representations of vihāras may have been made of stone, as in the Mauryanperiod palace at Pataliputra. One long epigraph at Kanganhalli is carved on a plain, chamfered, stone pillar.
8 I am grateful to my colleague, Prof John Nemec, University of Virginia, who worked with me to decipher these
inscriptions.
9 For a detailed study of perforated windows, see Dhaky 2005. The question of the sign value of ‘primitive hut’ was
discussed by J Rykwert in Meister 1988.
10 Two structures in the Bharhut Jetavana relief are labeled ‘kosabak[u]t.i’ and ‘gadhakut.i’ (‘cottage of the Kauśāmbas’
and ‘perfume cottage’) (Lüders 1963, 107).
11 In his list of ‘Indian Architectural Terms’, Coomaraswamy (1992, 86–7) wrote: ‘I am inclined to suppose that
kūt.āgāra generally means simply “a house with a finial (or finials).”’ He cites a letter from Mrs Rhys
Davids: ‘they made the pāsāda (terraced or balconied mansion) like to a mansion of devas. With reference
to this the Samgha-park was known as the kūt.āgāra-sālā.’ The term ‘pāsāda’ is used once at Bharhut as a
label for Indra’s three-storeyed heavenly palace (Lüders 1963, 94 & Plate 36).
12 Several inscriptions at Sarnath in north India speak of a Bodhisattva image, with umbrella and shaft, as a gift of
monk Bala, in the time of king Kanis.ka, at the walk (cakama) of Bhagavat (Buddha) in the Kosabakut.ī at
Śrāvastī, which was property of Sarvāstivādin ācāriyas (Lüders 1912, 918–919, 925).
13 I thank Prof H Falk for this reading; ‘r.tu’ may refer to a woman’s period.
14 See also the ‘Suttas of Sisters’ (PTS 1917, 160–70); Lüders (1963, 44–5) for ‘donations by nuns’ at Bharhut; and
Schopen (1997, 250): ‘From the very earliest period … nuns were everywhere … present as active donors
similar to those of monks.’
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16 Three inscriptions from Jagayyapeta (Lüders 1912, 1202–4) refer to people from Kammāka or Kamnikā
district.
17 I thank Prof H Falk for providing this reading. My colleague J Nemec had suggested an alternative reading, ‘yagi
piye karamātā’, roughly ‘beloved devotee, she who makes it happen’, a possible explication of the yaks.ī’s
name in the Sam.yutta Nikāya (PTS 1917, 269).
18 Peri (1917, 3–14), using a later Chinese source, associated the story of yaks.ī Abhiratī, mother of Priyam.kara,
with the Buddhist goddess Hārītī. In the Pali version, the mother of Priyam.kara ( piyam.karamātā) resided
in Sravasti and was converted in the Jetavana garden by listening to Anuruddha’s ‘sweet voice’, not the
Buddha’s (PTS 1917, 269). In Peri’s Chinese text she lived in Rajagriha, had 500 children, and became
a devotee after the Buddha himself made the child Priyam.kara invisible, then returned him safely to
her. For an English translation of Peri’s version by Jennifer Rowan, see darkwingu.oregon.edu/ājrowan/
hariti/samyuk.html.
19 Behrendt (2004, 65–6), however, reports of Taxila: ‘In the Jan.d.iāl B complex, there is a square-based stūpa [with]
an unusual 3.35 by 4.25 m relic chamber ... on the interior’, much refurbished. ‘It seems likely that this
was used to store relics that were periodically taken out, and the fact that people needed to enter the relic
chamber accounts for its large size and interior finish.’
20 Coomaraswamy (1992, 87) commented that, on the analogy of a building with finials, ‘the ultimate meaning of
kūt.āgāra would be “honorable building.” In all the early reliefs, palaces, city gates, temples, etc., are duly
provided with finials, while village houses lack them’.
21 Two principal exceptions to this statement are representations of Indra’s mansion from Bharhut (Figure 17)
and of a three-storeyed heavenly palace from Ghan.t.aśālā (Srinivasan 1983, fig 13). Little else, however,
compares to the richness of Kanganhalli’s documentation.
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15 A similarly curtained area is part of an elaborate courtly scene showing Māndhātar sharing Śakra’s throne in a
roundel from Amaravati (Knox 1992, 74–9).
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